Abstract. We generalize the notion of a graph automatic group introduced by Kharlampovich, Khoussainov and Miasnikov by replacing the regular languages in their definition with more powerful language classes. For a fixed language class C, we call the resulting groups C-graph automatic. We prove that the class of C-graph automatic groups is closed under change of generating set, direct and free product for certain classes C. We show that for quasirealtime counter-graph automatic groups where normal forms have length that is linear in the geodesic length, there is an algorithm to compute normal forms (and therefore solve the word problem) in polynomial time. The class of quasirealtime counter-graph automatic groups includes all Baumslag-Solitar groups, and the free group of countably infinite rank. Context-sensitive-graph automatic groups are shown to be a very large class, which encompasses, for example, groups with unsolvable conjugacy problem, the Grigorchuk group, and Thompson's groups F, T and V .
Introduction
In this article we consider extensions of the notion of a graph automatic group, introduced by Kharlampovich, Khoussainov and Miasnikov in [24] , replacing the regular languages in their definition by more powerful language classes. Primarily we focus on the classes of context-free, counter, indexed and context-sensitive languages. We find that replacing regular languages with (quasi-realtime) counter languages preserves many of the desirable properties that graph automatic groups enjoy, including a polynomial time algorithm to compute normal forms. We prove that a finitely generated group is deterministic context-sensitive-graph automatic (with quasigeodesic normal form as defined below) precisely when its word problem is deterministic context-sensitive. It follows that the class of such groups is very large, and encompasses, for example, groups with unsolvable conjugacy problem, the Grigorchuk group, and Thompson's group V and all of its subgroups, which include Thompson's groups F and T . We present several examples of counter-graph automatic groups, including the non-solvable Baumslag-Solitar groups, which we show to be 3-counter-graph automatic. In [13] the authors and Sharif Younes prove that Thompson's group F is counter-graph automatic.
Several authors have considered generalized versions of automatic groups using different automata in place of finite state machines: Bridson and Gilman introduced a geometric version of asynchronously automatic groups using indexed languages [3] ; Baumslag, Shapiro and Short defined a class based on parallel computations by pushdown automata [1] ; and Cho considered a version with counter languages in his PhD thesis [7] . Recent work of Brittenham and Hermiller [4] introduces the class of autostackable groups which also generalize the notion of automaticity.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define the key notions of counter languages and C-graph automatic groups used in the paper. In Section 3 we give a polynomial time algorithm which computes normal forms in counter-graph automatic groups, and in Section 4 we examine the consequences of permitting context-sensitive languages in the definition of C-graph automatic groups. In Section 5 we consider closure properties of C-graph automatic groups, and in Section 6 we give examples of groups with counter-graph automatic structures.
Many of the ideas in this paper come from the paper by Olga Kharlampovich, Bakhadyr Khoussainov and Alexei Miasnikov [24] , and we are grateful for their help with this project. We also thank Bob Gilman, Pascal Weil and especially Sharif Younes for helpful conversations about this paper. Lastly we thank the anonymous referee for helpful feedback and suggestions.
Background and Definitions

Languages and automata.
For standard definitions of finite state, pushdown, nested stack, and linear bounded automata (accepting regular, context-free, indexed and context-sensitive languages respectively) see, for example, [21] . We begin by defining the particular types of counter automata we will use.
Counter automata.
There are many variants of counter automata and languages in the literature, see for example [2, 8, 9, 11, 15, 17, 18, 22, 36] . In this article we define a counter automaton as follows.
Definition 2.1 (counter automaton). A counter automaton can be defined with a variety of attribues:
(1) A blind deterministic k-counter automaton is a deterministic finite state automaton augmented with a finite number of integer counters: these are all initialized to zero, and can be incremented and decremented during operation, but not read; the automaton accepts a word exactly if it reaches an accepting state with the counters all returned to zero.
1
(2) A non-blind determistic k-counter automaton is a deterministic finite state automaton augmented with a finite number of integer counters: these are all initialized to zero, and can be incremented, decremented, compared to zero and set to zero during operation; the automaton accepts a word exactly if it reaches an accepting state with the counters all returned to zero.
(3) A (blind or non-blind) k-counter automaton is non-deterministic if from each state there can be multiple transitions labeled by the same input letter, and transitions that read no input letter, labeled by ǫ.
2 Following Book and Ginsburg [2] we require these automata to run in quasi-realtime, meaning there is a bound on the number of consecutive ǫ transitions allowed.
Define S k to be the class of languages accepted by a non-blind non-deterministic k-counter automata running in quasi-realtime, and C k to be the class of languages accepted by a blind non-deterministic k-counter automata running in quasirealtime.
It is well known ( [35] , see also [21] Theorem 7.9) that a non-blind non-deterministic k-counter automata with k ≥ 2 and no time restriction can simulate a Turing machine, and so the class of languages accepted by such automata coincides with the class of recursively enumerable languages. Book and Ginsburg [2] prove that imposing the quasi-realtime requirement, the languages C k and S k form a strict hierarchy: Theorem 2.2 (Book and Ginsburg [2] ). The language classes C i and S i satisfy the following inclusions.
In this article all counter automata are assumed to run in quasi-realtime.
there is a constant F so that on reading a word of length n the absolute value of any counter is at most F n.
Proof. Let M be the non-deterministic k-counter automaton accepting L, and suppose the maximum amount any counter is changed by any transition is m. On input u = u 1 . . . u n consider all paths in M labeled e 0 u 1 e 1 . . . e n−1 u n e n where e i is a string of ǫ transitions, which by assumption has length at most some bound D. Then each subpath e i can change the value of a counter by at most Dm, and so the entire path can change a counter by at most Dm(n + 1) + nm < 3Dmn, so set F = 3Dm. Proof. A k-counter automaton can be simulated by a Turing machine, with each counter value stored on the tape. On input of length n, the amount of tape required to store the values of all counters is kF n by Lemma 2.3. The containment is strict by Theorem 2.2.
In drawing k-counter automata (see examples in Section 6) we label transitions by the input letter to be read, with subscript a k-tuple from the following alphabet:
• +, − to increase/decrease a counter by 1 • +m, −m to increase/decrease a counter by m ∈ N • =, = to compare a counter to zero • ↓ to set a counter to zero.
For example, in a non-blind 4-counter automaton the label 1 +, =↓,,−3 means if the second counter is not 0, read input letter 1, add 1 to the first counter, set the second counter to 0, make no change to the third counter, and subtract 3 from the last counter; if the second counter was 0 then the transition is not followed.
2.2.
Closure properties of formal language classes. We briefly outline some closure properties of the formal language classes we consider below. Definition 2.5 (homomorphism of languages). Let Λ, Σ be finite alphabets. For each λ ∈ Λ let r λ ∈ Σ * be a finite word, and let L ⊆ Λ * . Then φ : L → Σ * defined by φ(λ 1 . . . λ k ) = r λ1 . . . r λ k for λ i ∈ L is a homomorphism of formal languages. If r λi is not the empty word for any λ i then φ is an ǫ-free homomorphism.
A class C of formal languages is closed under (ǫ-free) homomorphism if L ∈ C is a language in the finite alphabet Λ and φ : Λ * → Σ * is any homomorphism, then φ(L) ∈ C. The class C is closed under inverse homomorphism if for any L ⊂ Σ * , where Σ is any finite alphabet, and any homomorphism φ :
Closure of a formal language class C under finite intersection varies widely with C. The class of regular languages, for example, is closed under finite intersection, but the class of context-free languages is not, although the intersection of a contextfree language and a regular language is again context-free. In her thesis, Brough introduces the following class of languages. Definition 2.6 (poly-context-free; [5] ). A language L ⊆ Σ * is k-context-free if it is the intersection of at most k context-free languages, and poly-context-free if it is the intersection of some finite number of context-free languages.
By design, the class of poly-context-free languages is closed under taking finite intersection, and intersection with regular languages.
The following lemma describes the closure of the class of counter languages under intersection.
Lemma 2.7. The intersection of a k-counter language with a regular language is k-counter, and the intersection of k-and l-counter languages is a (k + l)-counter language.
Proof. Let M and N be counter automata with k and l counters respectively. Define a (k + l)-counter automaton with states S × T where S are the states of M and T are the states of N , as follows. Put a transition from (s, t) to (s
• there is a transition from s to s ′ in M labeled λ (x1,...,x k ) , • there is a transition from t to t ′ in N labeled λ (y1,...,y l ) , and • x = (x 1 , . . . , x k , y 1 , . . . , y l ) where x i , y j are counter instructions.
If l = 0 then N is simply a finite state automaton and we recover the first statement. Note that the resulting automaton is blind and/or deterministic if and only if both M and N are.
A linear bounded automaton is a Turing machine with memory linearly bounded by the size of the input, that is, there is a constant E so that on input a word of length n, the number of squares on the tape that can be used is En. See, for example, [21] . In this article a language is (deterministic) context-sensitive if it is the set of strings accepted by a (deterministic) linear bounded automaton. With this definition a context-sensitive language can contain the empty string. See [21] (pp. 225-226) and [38] for a discussion of this. Proof. See Chapter 11 of [21] for the cases of regular and context-sensitive languages, [5] for poly-context-free languages, and [16] for counter languages.
2.3. C-graph automatic groups. Let G be a group with symmetric generating set X, and Λ a finite set of symbols. In general we do not assume that X is finite. The number of symbols (letters) in a word u ∈ Λ * is denoted |u| Λ .
Definition 2.9 (quasigeodesic normal form). A normal form for
where ||u|| X is the length of a geodesic in X * for the group element represented by u.
The ||u|| X + 1 in the definition allows for normal forms where the identity of the group is represented by a nonempty string of length at most D. We denote the image of u ∈ L under the bijection with G by u.
Next we define the convolution of strings, which will be needed throughout the paper.
Definition 2.10 (convolution; Definition 2.3 of [24] ). Let Λ be a finite set of symbols, ⋄ a symbol not in Λ, and let L 1 , . . . , L k be a finite set of languages over Λ.
where λ j is the ith letter of w j if i ≤ |w j | Λ and ⋄ otherwise. Then
As an example, if w 1 = aa, w 2 = bbb and w 3 = a then [24] is recovered. We begin with the definition of an automatic group, as introduced in [14] . Definition 2.11 (automatic group; [14] ). Let (G, X) be a group and symmetric finite generating set. We say that (G, X) is automatic if there is a regular normal form L ⊆ X * such that for each x ∈ X the language
We remark that the usual definition of an automatic group requires a regular language L to be in surjection with G, rather that in bijection. Theorem 2.5.1 of [14] tells us that if a group has an automatic structure then there is an alternate automatic structure with a unique normal form word for each group element. Hence there is no loss of generality in requiring a normal form to be in bijection with the group.
Kharlampovich, Khoussainov and Miasnikov extended this definition in [24] by allowing the language of normal forms to be defined over a finite alphabet other than a generating set for the group. Definition 2.12 (graph automatic group; [24] ). Let (G, X) be a group and symmetric generating set, and Λ a finite set of symbols. We say that (G, X, Λ) is graph automatic if there is a regular normal form L ⊆ Λ * such that for each x ∈ X the language
Note that unlike [24] we do not insist that the generating set X be finite; again our definition of a normal form requires a bijection between the group elements and the language of normal forms.
A useful first example to consider is the Heisenberg group (Example 6.6 of [24] ), which is not automatic as it has a cubic Dehn function, but is graph automatic. To prove the latter statement, matrices are represented as the convolution of three binary integers.
The class of graph automatic groups includes the following groups which are known not to be automatic: the solvable Baumslag-Solitar groups, class 2 nilpotent groups, and non-finitely presented groups [24] . It also includes groups with unsolvable conjugacy problem [32] . It is not known if groups of intermediate growth belong to this class. Miasnikov and Savchuk [31] have shown that certain graphs of intermediate growth are graph automatic; see [24] for the definition of automatic structures on objects other than groups.
In this article we further extend the notion of a graph automatic group by replacing regular languages with other formal language classes. Definition 2.13 (C-graph automatic group). Let B and C be formal language classes, (G, X) a group and symmetric generating set, and Λ a finite set of symbols.
(1) We say that (G, X, Λ) is (B, C)-graph automatic if there is a normal form L ⊂ Λ * in the language class B, such that for each x ∈ X the language
For each x ∈ X let M x denote the automaton which accepts the language L x . In general we will restrict our attention to C-graph automatic groups, where C is one of the following language classes: context-free; indexed; context-sensitive; polycontext-free; and (quasi-realtime) counter. As checking membership in L x includes verifying that each of u, v in ⊗(u, v) lie in L, the complexity of the class C is in general greater than or equal to that of B. Precisely:
Proof. Define a homomorphism from ⊗(L, L) to L by a map that sends λ1 λ2 to λ 1 and ⋄ λ1 to ǫ for all λ 1 ∈ Λ and λ 2 ∈ Λ ⋄ . Then the language L is the image of L x under this homomorphism restricted to L x , so is in C. Proof. Since each class is contained within the class of context-sensitive languages, if C is context-sensitive then the result follows. Otherwise C is closed under homomorphism and the lemma applies. Definition 2.13 extends naturally to the context of biautomatic groups. Definition 2.16 (C-graph biautomatic group). Let C be a formal language class, (G, X) a group and symmetric finite generating set, and Λ a finite set of symbols. We say that (G, X, Λ) is C-graph biautomatic if there is a normal form L ⊂ Λ * in the language class C, such that for each x ∈ X the languages
Miasnikov andŠunić [32] show that the classes of graph automatic and graph biautomatic groups are distinct. In Section 4 we show that when C denotes the class of determinisitic-context-sensitive languages, the classes of C-graph automatic and C-biautomatic groups coincide. In addition, there are deterministic contextsensitive-biautomatic groups with unsolvable conjugacy problem, in contrast to the cases of biautomatic and graph biautomatic groups.
In the proof of ( [24] , Lemma 8.2) is the following observation that graph automatic groups naturally possess a quasigeodesic normal form. For completeness we include a proof of this observation. Proof. Let C be an integer that is at least the length of the normal form for the identity, and at least the number of states in any of the finite state automata M x , where x ∈ X.
Let w = w 1 . . . w n be a geodesic where w i ∈ X, and let u i be the normal form word for the prefix w 1 . . . w i of w, for i = 0, . . . , n, with u 0 representing the identity. By assumption u 0 has length at most C.
Assume for induction that the length of u i−1 is at most Ci. The automaton M wi accepts the string labeled ⊗(u i−1 , u i ). If u i has length more than C(i + 1) then we have
where m ≤ Ci and n > C(i + 1), so n − m > C which is more than the number of states in M wi . If we apply the pumping lemma for regular languages to the
, we see that M x accepts infinitely many normal form expressions for u i , contradicting the uniqueness of the normal form.
Note that when we generalize to C-graph automatic groups, the lemma is no longer true -in Section 6 we give an example of a quasi-realtime 3-countergraph automatic structure for the Baumslag-Solitar groups BS(m, n) with nonquasigeodesic normal form.
Note that when proving a triple (G, X, Λ) is C-graph automatic, the following observation shows that it suffices to check that just one of L x or L x −1 lies in the class C for each x ∈ X.
Proof. The homomorphism that replaces each
2.4.
Remarks on the definition of graph automatic groups. In [24] the authors implicitly assume that the normal form for the identity element is always the empty string -see, for example, the proof of Theorem 10.8 in [24] . In generalizing their definition and results, we realized this was a subtle issue. The definition of an automatic structure for a group (G, X) asserts the existence of a bijection (or surjection) from L ⊆ X * to G, together with a finite collection of regular languages which have finite descriptions either in terms of regular expressions, finite state automata, regular grammars or otherwise. In this definition there is no explicit information about the bijection from L to G, in particular the normal form word for the identity is not fixed by this. In Theorem 2.3.10 in [14] , an algorithm is given that computes the normal form of any word in an automatic group, necessarily written in terms of the group generators, which runs in quadratic time. At the end of the proof of Theorem 2.3.10, it is explained how this algorithm can be used (in constant time) to find the normal form word for the identity, thus making this algorithm constructive. Hence in the case of automatic groups, the definition alone is enough to construct the bijection from L to G.
In the case of a graph automatic or C-graph automatic group (G, X, Λ), many analogous results are not constructive unless one knows at least one pair q ∈ L ⊆ Λ * and p ∈ G with q = G p. Hence this assumption is often included in the statement of the theorems in this paper.
We have modified the original definition of a graph automatic group by removing the requirement that G be finitely generated. In the case of C-graph automatic groups, this allows us to capture groups such as F ∞ (see Section 6). Since Λ is finite, G must be countable. We were not able to find an example of a countably infinitely generated graph automatic group, so our evidence justifying this modification is perhaps less convincing. We add the hypothesis that G is finitely generated in several statements below on counter and context-sensitive-graph automatic groups.
Finally we remark that we know of no examples of C-graph automatic groups which we can prove not to be graph automatic. This paper (and the examples we present in Section 6 and in [13] ) grew out of an attempt to decide whether or not examples such as non-solvable Baumslag-Solitar groups and R. Thompson's group F are graph automatic. 1 ) to show that for any finitely generated S k -graph automatic group there is an algorithm to compute normal forms for group elements that runs in polynomial time. Recall that S k denotes the class of languages accepted by a non-deterministic, quasi-realtime, non-blind k-counter automaton; this class includes languages accepted by blind and/or deterministic k-counter languages.
Theorem 3.1. Let (G, X) be a group with finite symmetric generating set, and Λ a finite set of symbols so that (G, X, Λ) is S k -graph automatic with quasigeodesic normal form L. Moreover, assume we are given p ∈ X * and q ∈ L with p = G q.
Then there is an algorithm that, on input a word
Proof. We will give an algorithm that on input w = x 1 x 2 · · · x r ∈ X * computes u ∈ L where u = G pw, which runs in time O(r 2k+2 ). Running this algorithm on input p −1 gives a word µ ∈ L so that µ = G e. The final algorithm is obtained with q = µ and p = e. Since p −1 has a fixed length, applying the algorithm to compute µ takes constant time.
For each x ∈ X let M x be the non-deterministic k-counter automaton accepting the language {⊗(u, v) | u, v ∈ L, v = G ux} in quasi-real time. We begin with an enumeration of constants which appear in this argument.
(1) Let C be the quasigeodesic normal form constant for L.
(2) Let D be the maximum number of states in any M x . (3) Let E be the maximum over all M x of the in-degree or out-degree of any vertex. (4) Let F be the maximum over all M x of the constant in Lemma 2.3; so on input of length n, the maximum absolute value of any counter in any machine M x is F n. (5) Let K − 1 be the maximum number of consecutive ǫ edges that can be read in any M x . (6) Let P = |p| X be the length of the word p ∈ X * .
Note that we require finitely many generators to guarantee the existence of the constants D, E and F . For each i ∈ [1, n], let u i ∈ L be the string such that u i = G px 1 . . . x i , and set u 0 = q, so u 0 = G p. Assume for induction that we have computed and stored u i in time O(i 2k ). Since u 0 = q is constant length, the claim is true for i = 0. We find u i+1 in time O((i + 1) 2k+1 ) as follows. Write u i = κ 1 . . . κ s ∈ L with κ j ∈ Λ, and note that since
Define a configuration of M to be a pair (τ, c) where τ is a state of M and c ∈ Z k represents the value of each counter. If τ 0 is the start state for M , then (τ 0 , 0) is the start configuration where 0 = (0, . . . , 0). Let (τ, c) ⋄ denote a configuration of M which is obtained by reading an input string of the form
where σ t ∈ Λ and l < s, that is, the length of the string of symbols in the top coordinate is strictly longer than then length of the string of symbols in the bottom coordinate.
If y is a k-array of counter instructions and c is a k-tuple of counters, the notation y(c) means the k-tuple of counter values after y is applied to c. If ω is a finite path in M let [ω] y denote the path with all the counter instructions collected together as y.
We now build a directed graph G with vertices and edges defined recursively as follows. Vertices will be grouped together in sets S j , and edges in sets T j . The set S j will consist of all configurations that can be obtained from the start configuration by following a path in M which contains exactly j edges not labeled by ǫ. For j ≤ s, S j is the set of configurations of M that can be obtained by reading
The set S 0 consists of the configuration (τ 0 , 0), together with all configurations that can be reached by reading a path labeled ǫ k from the start state in M . Recall that the number of consecutive ǫ transitions is bounded, so the set S 0 can be constructed by searching a bounded number of paths. Precisely, we must check at most
paths. Given S j with j < s, we construct S j+1 together with the set T j+1 ⊆ S j × S j+1 × Λ ⋄ of directed edges as follows.
(1) Initially set S j+1 = T j+1 = ∅.
(2) For each (τ, c) ∈ S j and each path from τ to τ ′ in M labeled κ j+1 σ ǫ r y with σ ∈ Λ and y a k-array of counter instructions, add (τ ′ , y(c)) to S j+1 , and add ((τ, c), (τ ′ , y(c)), σ) to T j+1 .
(3) For each (τ, c) ∈ S j and each path from τ to τ
(4) For each (τ, c) ⋄ ∈ S j and each path from τ to τ
Since the number of consecutive ǫ transitions in M is at most K − 1, that is, 0 ≤ r ≤ K − 1, the counter instructions y above are bounded. Any configuration appearing in S j and T j is one that can be reached by reading ⊗(κ 1 . . . κ j , v) for some v ∈ Λ * ⋄ . It follows that the set S s = S |ui|Λ contains all possible configurations of M that can be reached by reading any string ⊗(u i , v) where v ∈ Λ * ⋄ . If S s does not contain a configuration (τ a , 0) or (τ a , 0) ⋄ where τ a is an accept state of M , continue to construct sets S j+1 and T j+1 with j ≥ s as follows.
(1) Remove all elements of S s of the form (τ, c) ⋄ . A path to such a configuration cannot be extended to an accept configuration. , c) ,
Since L is a quasigeodesic normal form for G and u i+1 = G px 1 . . . x i+1 , the length of u i+1 is bounded by C(P + i + 2). It follows that S j will contain an accept configuration for some j ≤ C(P + i + 2), at which point the loop stops.
The time to construct and store the sets S j+1 and T j+1 is computed as follows. For each configuration in S j we check at most E K paths of length at most K in M , where K − 1 is the maximum number of consecutive ǫ edges that can be read, and E is the maximum out-degree. So to compute and store S j+1 and T j+1 takes time O |S j |E K . Let m ∈ N be the minimal value so that s ≤ m ≤ C(P + i + 2) and S m contains an accept configuration (τ a , 0) or (τ a , 0) ⋄ (in which case m = s). As G is a directed graph, there is a directed labeled path e 1 . . . e m where e j ∈ T j from (τ 0 , 0) to (τ a , 0) or (τ a , 0) ⋄ , which can be found by backtracking through G, scanning edges in T j for m ≥ j ≥ 0. The time required to run this backtracking process is at most O |T
To complete the proof we compute m j=1 |T j |. If (τ, c) ∈ S j then τ can be one of D states in M , and each counter has absolute value at most F j (so has value c with −F j ≤ c ≤ F j ), so the number of possible configurations is D (2F j + 1) k . We also have configurations of the form (τ, c) ⋄ , so
where X = X(D, F, k, |Λ|) is a fixed constant. We also have m ≤ C(
where Z = XY 2k+1 = Z(C, D, F, P, k, |Λ|) is a fixed constant. To compute u n which is the normal form for pw, we repeat this procedure for i ∈ [1, n] so the total time complexity is
Context-sensitive-graph automatic groups
Recall that a linear bounded automaton is a Turing machine together with a constant D so that on input a word w of length n, the number of squares on the tape used for any operation involving w is Dn. The read-head of the Turing machine is a pointer to a particular square of the tape. A move of the Turing machine can involve reading the letter at the position of the read-head, writing to this position, or moving the read-head one square to the left or right. A letter written on the tape can be marked by overwriting it with an annotated version of the letter -for example the letter a can be replaced byâ.
A language is context-sensitive if it is accepted by a linear bounded automaton, and deterministic context-sensitive, or DCS, if the linear bounded automaton is deterministic. Note that here we allow content-sensitive languages to include the empty string -in some usages context-sensitive languages are defined without this, in particular when defined via a grammar in which the right-hand sides of production rules are required to have positive length. Note also that is it not known if the class of deterministic and non-determistic linear space languages are distinct.
Shapiro [38] and Lakin and Thomas [25, 26] consider groups with contextsensitive word problem. Shapiro showed that any finitely generated subgroup of an automatic group has DCS word problem, and Lakin and Thomas proved several closure properties.
In this section we consider the class of DCS-graph automatic groups. We show that if a finitely generated group G has a DCS-graph automatic structure with quasigeodesic normal form, then its word problem in solvable in deterministic linear space. We also prove that if a finitely generated group G has deterministic linear space word problem then it has a DCS-biautomatic structure (with no symbol alphabet needed) with geodesic normal form language.
We start with a simple subroutine to enumerate strings over an ordered alphabet in Shortlex order. Recall that for a finite totally ordered finite set Λ, the Shortlex order on Λ * is defined as follows: for u, v ∈ Λ * , u < SL v if
Algorithm 4.1 (Shortlex subroutine). Let Σ be a finite totally ordered set, #, $ two symbols not in Σ, and σ 0 , σ r ∈ Σ such that $ < σ 0 ≤ σ ≤ σ r for all σ ∈ Σ.
and assume #v$ is written on the tape of a linear bounded automaton. Then the next string in Shortlex order can be found and overwritten on the tape using space k + 2 as follows.
(1) Move the read-head to the last letter of v (before the $ symbol), and set a boolean variable done to be false. Proof. Assume the word problem algorithm for (G, X) runs as follows. On input u ∈ X * written on a one-ended tape, the algorithm returns yes if u is trivial and no otherwise, and returns a blank tape, using at most D|u| space.
Fix an order on the generators with x 0 the smallest and x r the largest, and let L be the set of Shortlex geodesic words for G with respect to this order. By Definition 2.16 we must show that L and the languages {⊗(u, v) | u, v ∈ L, v = xu} and {⊗(u, v) | u, v ∈ L, v = ux} for each x ∈ X are DCS. Let $ be a symbol not in X, and set $ < x 0 .
Define a deterministic linear bounded automaton to accept L as follows. Assume that %, #, $ are distinct symbols not in X. On input u ∈ X * of length n:
(1) Write %u# ($) n+1 on the tape and set done to be false. If u = v then the empty string is accepted since it is the Shortlex geodesic for the identity. If not we overwrite v with the next word in Shortlex order, and compare to u. We iterate the loop until either the contents of the tape are %u#u$, or we find a word v that equals u in the group and is shorter in Shortlex order. At any time the tape contains at most 4n + 3 letters, and running the word problem algorithm takes space at most D|uv −1 | ≤ D(2n), so all together the space required is 2Dn + 4n + 3. The following algorithm accepts
run the preceding algorithm on u to check if u ∈ L; (2) run the preceding algorithm on v to check if v ∈ L; (3) call the linear space word problem algorithm on uxv −1 (respectively xuv −1 ).
Note that there are subgroups of F 2 × F 2 with unsolvable conjugacy problem [33, 34] , which by [38] have DCS word problem and therefore are DCS-biautomatic.
It follows that DCS-biautomatic does not imply solvable conjugacy problem, in contrast to the graph biautomatic case ([24] Theorem 8.5).
Next we show that DCS-graph automatic groups with quasigeodesic normal form have deterministic linear space word problem. Proposition 4.3. Let (G, X) be a group with finite symmetric generating set, and Λ a finite set of symbols so that (G, X, Λ) is a DCS-graph automatic group with quasigeodesic normal form L ⊂ Λ * . Additionally, suppose we are given p ∈ X * and q ∈ L with p = G q. Then there is an algorithm that on input a word w = x 1 . . . x n ∈ X * , computes u ∈ L with u = G w and runs in space O(n).
Proof. We first give the algorithm that on input w ∈ X * computes u ∈ L where u = G pw. Running this algorithm on input p −1 gives a word µ ∈ L for the identity. The final algorithm is obtained with q = µ and p = e. Since p −1 has a fixed length the step to compute µ takes constant space.
For each x ∈ X let L x be the DCS language
We begin with an enumeration of constants which appear in this argument.
(1) Let B be a constant so that for any x ∈ X the space used by the linear bounded automaton accepting L x on input of length n is Bn. (2) Let C be the quasigeodesic normal form constant for L. (3) Let P = |p| X be the length of the word p ∈ X * .
Note that we require finitely many generators to guarantee the existence of the constant B. Let w = x 1 . . . x n ∈ X * be the input word, and define w 0 = p, w i = px 1 . . . x i for i ∈ [1, n], and let u i ∈ L be such that u i = G w i . Note that u 0 = q, and for each i the length of u i is at most C(P + i + 1). Let # be a symbol not in Λ. Define a total order on the (finite) set Λ.
We compute the normal form word representing w as follows. Write w#u 0 # on the tape, marking the first letter of w. This uses space at most n + 2 + C(P + 1). Assume for induction that we have written w#u i # on the tape for i < n, and marked the letter at position i + 1 in w, using space at most D(n) = n + 2 + (B + 2)C(P + n + 1).
Find u i+1 as follows.
(1) Set done to be false. (a) Run the deterministic linear space algorithm that accepts L xi+1 on ⊗(u i , v). Note that the length of the input to this subroutine is at most C(P + n + 1) since L is quasigeodesic and u i , u i+1 represent words of geodesic length at most n. It follows that the space needed for this step is at most BC(P + n + 1).
(i) If the subroutine returns true, then we have found v = u i+1 . Set done to be true. (ii) Else run the Shortlex subroutine (Algorithm 4.1) to overwrite v by the next word in Shortlex order. If i + 1 < n, rewrite the tape as w#u i+1 # and mark the letter at position i + 2 of w. If i + 1 = n, the word u n is the required normal form word for w.
Since we know there is some string u i+1 of length at most C(P + i + 2) then this algorithm must terminate. Moreover, the amount of space used on the tape to store w#u i #v is bounded by n + 2 + 2C(P + n + 1), as the length of w## is n + 2, and u i , v have length at most C(P + n + 1). The space used to run the subroutine on ⊗(u i , v) is bounded by BC(P + n + 1), so in total the amount of space required is at most D(n).
Combining these two propositions we obtain the following. (1) finitely generated DCS-graph automatic groups with quasigeodesic normal form; (2) finitely generated DCS-biautomatic groups with Shortlex geodesic normal form; (3) finitely generated groups with DCS word problem.
The class of such groups is very large -groups with DCS word problem include all linear groups [28] , logspace embeddable groups studied by the first author, Elston and Ostheimer [10] , and all finitely generated subgroups of automatic groups [38] . It also includes the co-indexed and co-context free groups as described in [19, 20, 27] . These groups have co-word problems accepted by non-deterministic pushdown or nested-stack automata, which can be simulated by deterministic linear bounded automata since as described in these articles, the non-determinism is confined to an initial guessing step. It follows that the word problem for these groups is accepted by the same deterministic linear bounded automata. These classes include the HigmanThompson groups, Thompson's group V , Houghton's groups, and the Grigorchuk group.
Note that the number of configurations of a linear bounded automaton is exponential in the length of the input string, so the time complexity of computing the normal form of a word in a DCS-biautomatic group is at most exponential. The next example shows that a polynomial time algorithm to compute normal forms of DCS-biautomatic structures seems unlikely to exist.
Let G = Z 2 ≀Z 2 . By ([10] Theorem 14) the word problem for G is in deterministic logspace and therefore deterministic linear space, so it follows from Proposition 4.2 that (G, X) is DCS-biautomatic with Shortlex geodesic normal form, where X is the standard generating set. The bounded geodesic length problem (see [12, 30] ) for a group G with finite generating set X is the following: Problem 4.5 (Bounded geodesic length problem). On input an integer k and a string w ∈ X * , decide if the geodesic length of w is less than k.
Suppose one could prove that a DCS-graph automatic structure with quasigeodesic normal form for a finitely generated group implied a polynomial time algorithm that on input a string of generators computes the normal form. Then by Proposition 4.2 we may assume the group has a DCS-biautomatic structure with normal form the set of all Shortlex geodesics. Parry [37] proved that the bounded geodesic length problem for Z 2 ≀ Z 2 is NP-complete. So if such an algorithm could be constructed to run in polynomial time, we would have P=NP.
A second example is the class of free metabelian groups -Svetla Vassileva has shown they have normal forms (and hence word problem) computable in logspace [39] , and Miasnikov et al. [30] proved the bounded geodesic length problem for these groups is NP-complete.
Closure properties
In this section we show that under certain conditions C-graph automaticity is preserved under change of group generating set, direct and free product. Recall that by Lemma 2.8 the following classes are closed under intersection with regular languages, finite intersection, ǫ-free homomorphism, and inverse homomorphism: regular languages, C k , S k , poly-context free languages, context-sensitive languages. Moreover these classes all contain the class of regular languages. 
Proof. Since we can use the same language L ⊆ Λ * for (G, Y, Λ) as for (G, X, Λ), it suffices to show that each language L y lies in the class C.
Let Y 1 ⊆ Y be the set of generators that do not equal the identity in G. For each
Let P be the language of all such convolutions.
For each x i appearing in u y define a language A i of convolutions of k + 1 strings over Λ where rows i and i+1 correspond to the language L xi , and all other rows can be any words in Λ * . Then A i is the inverse image of L xi under the homomorphism which sends
A i is in C since the class is closed under finite intersection. Finally consider the ǫ-free homomorphism from
Since y is assumed to be non-trivial, the image this map is guaranteed to be ǫ-free. The language L y is the image of k i=1 A i under this homomorphism, so is in C. To complete the proof, we must consider y ∈ Y \ Y 1 , that is, y equals the identity element. In this case L y = {⊗(u, u) | u ∈ L} which is regular, and so by assumption in C.
Note that the lemma holds when one or both of X and Y are countably infinite, since for each y ∈ Y the word u y is a finite string of letters in X. 
The language ⊗(L G , Γ * ) is the inverse image of the homomorphism from ⊗(L G , Γ * ) to L G which sends ⊗(u, v) to u, and similarly for ⊗(Λ * , L H ). Then L is the intersection of these languages and hence lies in the class C.
For each x ∈ X let L x be the multiplier language for the C-graph automatic structure on G. Define
and
Then L 1 is regular, L 2 is the inverse image of the homomorphism
and L 3 is the inverse image of the homomorphism
It follows that
A similar argument applies to multiplier languages L (1G,y) .
For certain language classes C we prove that C-graph automatic groups are closed under free product. The following argument is specific to the class of non-blind counter languages, and can be modified to apply to poly-context-free, and contextsensitive languages. Proof. Assume that Λ and Γ are distinct sets of symbols, and let L G ⊂ Λ * , L H ⊂ Γ * be the normal form languages for G, H respectively, and λ 0 ∈ L G and γ 0 ∈ L H the normal form words for the identity in each language. Define L 1 = L G \ {λ 0 }; this is a k-counter language as it is the intersection of L G with the regular language Λ * \ {λ 0 }, and similarly L 2 = L H \ {γ 0 } is an l-counter language. If L 1 contains the empty string, choose u ∈ Λ * \ L G and replace L 1 by its image under the homomorphism from L 1 to Λ * which sends ǫ to u and is the identity on all other strings. Then L 1 remains a k-counter language. Similarly if L 2 contains the empty string, it can be replaced. Define
There is an obvious bijection from L to the free product, namely the map that deletes all #, sends u i to u i and v i to v i . Let M 1 be the k-counter automaton accepting L 1 , with start state τ 1 ; analogously let M 2 be the l-counter automaton with start state τ 2 accepting L 2 . Assume the sets of states of M 1 and M 2 are distinct. Define a nondeterministic, non-blind max{k, l}-counter automaton M as follows. The states of M are the states of M 1 and M 2 together with three new states κ 0 , κ 1 , κ 2 . The start state for M is κ 0 , and accepting states are κ 1 and κ 2 . The edges in M are as follows:
(1) Every edge in M 1 is again an edge in M , where the first k counters correspond to the k counters in M 1 . (2) Every edge in M 2 is again an edge in M , where the first l counters correspond to the l counters in M 2 . (3) For each accept state τ a in M 1 , put an edge from τ a to κ 2 labeled ǫ =,...,= .
Note that this transition is allowed only when all counters are zero. Again, this edge is followed only when all counters are zero. (5) Put an edge labeled ǫ from κ 0 to κ 1 , and an edge labeled ǫ from κ 0 to κ 2 . (6) Put an edge labeled # from κ 1 to τ 1 , and an edge labeled # from κ 2 to τ 2 . See Figure 1 . Then M is a non-blind non-deterministic max{k, l}-counter automaton which accepts the language L. Let x ∈ X, and let L G,x be the multiplier language for the counter-graph automatic structure on G. Analogously, for y ∈ Y let L H,y be the multiplier language for the counter-graph automatic structure on H.
We will describe the multiplier language in the case of multiplication by x ∈ X and leave the analogous case of y ∈ Y to the reader.
The multiplier language 6. Examples 6.1. Infinitely generated groups. The purpose of this example is to show that non-finitely generated groups are captured by the class of C-graph automatic groups for appropriate C. 5 is mapped to p11p11p11n11111. The set of freely reduced finite strings of generators is a normal form for F ∞ , so define a normal form L ⊆ Λ * to be the image of this set under φ. Note that the identity corresponds to the empty string ǫ.
Let L 1 ⊆ Λ * be the set of strings of the form r 1 1 η1 . . . r k 1 η k where r i ∈ {p, n} and η i ∈ Z + . Let L 2 be the set of strings in L 1 where r 2i−1 = r 2i implies η 2i−1 = η 2i , and L 3 the strings in L 1 where r 2i = r 2i+1 implies η 2i = η 2i+1 , for i ≥ 1. That is, in L 2 substrings r 2i−1 1 η2i−1 r 2i 1 η2i represent a freely reduced pair, and in L 3 substrings r 2i 1 η2i r 2i+1 1 η2i+1 represent a freely reduced pair. For example, n1p11n11p1 is in
A deterministic non-blind 1-counter automaton accepting L 3 is shown in Figure 2 . The automaton accepting L 2 is obtained from this by setting s 2 to be the start state. Recall that the notation 1 =↓ means if the counter is nonzero, read 1 and set the counter to 0.
Then L = L 2 ∩ L 3 is deterministic non-blind 2-counter by Lemma 2.7. The multiplier language L xi for the generator x i is the set of strings in ⊗(L, L) of the form 
Next consider the language ⊗(Λ * , L). Modify the automaton in Figure 2 by replacing edges labeled x # (where x ∈ {p, n, 1} and # denotes some counter instructions) by four edges labeled
. The intersection of the two languages of strings accepted by this automaton with start state either s 2 or s 3 is the language ⊗(Λ * , L), and is deterministic non-blind 2-counter. A similar argument shows that ⊗(L, Λ * ) is deterministic non-blind 2-counter.
, and so is deterministic non-blind 2-counter.
6.2. Baumslag-Solitar groups. In [24] the solvable Baumslag-Solitar groups are shown to be graph automatic. Here we show that the non-solvable Baumslag-Solitar groups are blind deterministic 3-counter-graph automatic. Proposition 6.2. Let 2 ≤ m < n. Then BS(m, n) = a, t | ta m t −1 = a n is blind deterministic 3-counter-graph automatic.
Proof. Any word in {a ±1 , b ±1 } * can be transformed into a normal form for the corresponding group element by "pushing" each a and a −1 in the word as far to the right as possible and freely reducing using the identities
where 0 < i < n and 0 < j < m, so that only positive powers of a appear before a t ±1 letter. The resulting word can be written as P a N , where P is a freely reduced word in the alphabet Π = {t, at, . . . a n−1 t, t −1 , at −1 , . . . a m−1 t −1 } (see for example [29] p.181). Let Γ ⊆ Π * be the set of freely reduced words in Π * . It is clear that the language of the words of the form P a N with P ∈ Γ, N ∈ N is regular, and in bijection with the group. The idea for the counter-graph automatic structure is to represent the integer N in two different ways, so that multiplication by the generator t can be easily recognised.
For N ∈ Z, if N is positive write N = pm + r = qn + s with 0 ≤ r < m and 0 ≤ s < n; if N is negative write N = −(pm + r) = −(qn + s); and otherwise write N = 0. Define L to be the language
Then L is in bijection with words of the form P a N for N positive, negative and zero, so is a normal form for BS(m, n) over the alphabet Λ = Π ∪ {1, −1, #}.
For example, in BS(4, 7):
• the string at#111#1##1 represents the word ata 7 ; • the string at#11111#1##1 is rejected since r = 5 is not less than m = 4;
• the string at#11#11#1#1 is rejected since r+pm = 10 whereas s+qn = 8.
Let L 1 be the language
Then L 1 is accepted by the blind deterministic 1-counter automaton shown in Figure 3 . Let L 2 be the regular language of strings
is a blind-1-counter language. Now we turn to the multiplier languages L a and L t . First observe that the languages ⊗(L, Λ * ) and ⊗(Λ * , L) are blind-1-counter, and so ⊗(L, L) = ⊗(L, Λ * ) ∩ ⊗(Λ * , L) is a blind-2-counter language by Lemma 2.7. We will describe L a as the union of a set of languages intersected with ⊗(L, L). Note that L a is the set of strings ⊗(u, v) where u = P a N , v = P a N +1 . Recall that These languages are designed simply to check the condition that u = P a N , v = P a N +1 . Each language is regular, so its intersection with ⊗(L, L) is a blind 2-counter language. It follows that L a is blind 2-counter. Now we come to the language L t . We will again intersect with the blind 2-counter language ⊗(L, L). We must accept strings ⊗(u, v) for words u, v ∈ L with u = P a N and v = P a N t. We consider the following cases, which depend on whether or not P ends in t −1 , and whether or not n divides N .
Case 1 P ends in t or is empty:
For N ≥ 0, write N = qn + s with 0 ≤ s < n. Then a N t = a s ta qm . This gives strings of the form
where α, β, γ, δ are the appropriate integers. Note that there is no cancelation between P and the letters added, since P is either empty or ends in t. For N < 0, write N = −(qn + s) with 0 ≤ s < n. Then a N t = a −s ta −qm . If s = 0 then this gives the set of strings If s > 0 then a N t = a −s ta −qm = a n−s ta −m−qm which gives the set of strings ⊗(P #(−1) α #(−1) β #(−1) s #(−1) q , P a n−s t##(−1)
Again there is no cancelation between P and the letters added, since P is either empty or ends in t. These strings can be obtained by intersecting the following languages with ⊗(L, L):
q , P a s t##1 q #R P ∈ {ǫ, wt : w ∈ {a, t ±1 } * }, q ∈ N, Q, R ∈ {1} * #{1} *    for 0 ≤ s ≤ n − 1,
q , P a n−s t##(−1) q+1 #R P ∈ {ǫ, wt : w ∈ {a, t ±1 } * }, q ∈ N, Q, R ∈ {1} * #{1} *    for 1 ≤ s ≤ n − 1.
• V 0 =    ⊗ P #Q##(−1) q , P t##(−1) q #R P ∈ {ǫ, wt : w ∈ {a, t ±1 } * }, q ∈ N, Q, R ∈ {1} * #{1} *    . The languages U s , V s for 0 ≤ s ≤ n − 1 are blind 1-counter -the counter is used to check the entries (±1) q are the same in each component of the convoluted string.
Case 2 P ends in t −1 , and n does not divide N . In this case N = qn + s with 0 < |s| < n. For N ≥ 0 write N = qn + s with s > 0. Then P a N t = P a s ta qm where P a s t has no cancelation so is in normal form. This gives the set of strings
For N < 0, write N = −(qn + s) with s > 0. Then a N t = a −s ta −qm = a n−s ta −m−qm and so P a N t = P a n−s ta −m−qm and P does not cancel, so this gives the set of strings ⊗(P #(−1) α #(−1) β #(−1) s #(−1) q , P a n−s t##(−1) q+1 #(−1) γ #(−1) δ ).
These strings can be obtained by intersecting the following languages with ⊗(L, L):
q , P a s t##1 q #R P ∈ {ǫ, wt −1 : w ∈ {a, t ±1 } * }, q ∈ N, Q, R ∈ {1} * #{1} *    for 1 ≤ s ≤ n − 1,
q , P a n−s t##(−1) q+1 #R P ∈ {ǫ, wt −1 : w ∈ {a, t ±1 } * }, q ∈ N, Q, R ∈ {−1} * #{−1} *    for 1 ≤ s ≤ n − 1. Again the languages W s , X s for 1 ≤ s ≤ n − 1 are blind 1-counter -the counter is used to check the entries (±1) q are the same in each component of the convoluted string.
Case 3 P ends in t −1 , and n divides N . Put P = T a c t −1 , where c ∈ [0, m) and T is empty or ends in t ±1 . Since we will intersect with ⊗(L, L) we don't care whether T a c t −1 is freely reduced or not. For N ≥ 0 write N = qn so P a N t = P ta qm = T a c t −1 ta qm = T a c+qm .
This gives the set of strings
For N < 0 write N = −(qn) and P a N t = P ta −qm = T a c t −1 ta −qm = T a c−qm = T a c−m a −(q−1)m
